MAY DANCE OFFERED BY CATHOLIC CLUB

The annual “May Dance” of the Technology Catholic Club will be held in Walker Wednesday, May 3. The Original Aristocrats will furnish music for the occasion and plans are known in the vicinity of Boston.

John Carey is chairman of the committee for the dance. The chaperones for the dance will be Capt. and Mrs. Thomas J. Johnston, Sgt. and Mrs. Halver F. McDonald, and Rev. Francis Q. X. Quinlan. Subscription for the dance will be 45 cents for “stag”.

THE TECH

PHASES OF LIFE AT INSTITUTE IN T.E.N.

Four articles dealing with various phases of Institute life are featured in the May issue of the T. E. N. Dr. Karl T. Compton has contributed an article on the trends and objectives of the Institute for the next decade; “The Institute of Tomorrow.” The history of “Open House” by Dr. Pattee will be given by Dayton H. Claim, ’31, chairman of the publicity committee, in an article titled “Open House.” “Undergraduate Academic Opportunity” by J. Vernon Fitch, ’39, takes an account of the advantages to be secured from studies alone, exclusive of outside civilization.

Industrial research carried on in the Institute and its connection with manufacturing is the subject of an article “Scientific Research and Small Manufacturers” by Prof. Erland B. Mittendorf, of the Department of Chemistry. The customary “Review and Review” page will be replaced with an open page “Open House Exhibit.” Among the other articles are “The Institute of Tomorrow,” “Scientific Research and Small Manufacturers” by Prof. E. S. Bush, and “Science at the World’s Fair” by Major Chester L. Fuller, with a foreword by Rufus C. Dawes, president of the Fair.

INFORMATIVE LIST

Hail L. Sells, ’20
Albert W. Bridges, dining ser-vice
Orman E. Inman, employee
Edwin A. Rains, ’30
Donald Foote, ’34

Something to Say
not just saying something

A friend of CHESTERFIELD writes us of a salesman who had “something to say”:

“I dropped into a little tobacco shop, and when I asked for a pack of Chesterfields the man smiled and told me I was the seventh customer without a break to ask for Chesterfields. ’Smoker after smoker,’ he said, ’tells me that Chesterfields click. I sell five times as many Chesterfields as I did a while back.’”

Yes, there’s something to say about Chesterfields and it takes just six words to say it: “They’re mild and yet they satisfy.”
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